G20 – Technically superb

‘Live’ mesh is created from a woven web of elastomeric and ribbed yarns.

Designed by ITO Design (Germany), G20™ brings harmony between form and function. Cast aluminum and highly tooled nylon bring out delicate edge details and create a sharp profile.

Seating shown in Black mesh with seat in Contract Leather, Charcoal.
Advanced ergonomics

Seating shown in White mesh with seat in Ultraleather, Ermine.

G20 is available in Black mesh or White mesh back with your choice of seat upholstery.
Fixed for comfort

The optional fixed aluminum C arm is ideal for the modern meeting environment.

Left to right: Seating shown in White mesh with seat in Ultraleather, Ermine and in Black mesh with seat in Contract Leather, Charcoal.
Whether you lean back to swipe a tablet, or move forward to review project details, each task requires a different posture. A four-position synchro-tilter control makes seat and tilt adjustments simple, with control levers at fingertip level. G20’s unique lumbar tension system adjusts to pressure and body shape ensuring comfortable back support.

Seating shown in White mesh with seat in Ultraleather, Ermine.
In sync with you

**Lumbar Support Adjustment**

- **A** Asymmetrical adjustment to 4 positions
  
- **B** Synchro-tilt with four-position lock
  
- **C** Tension control - rotate the seat side handwheel clockwise to increase or counterclockwise to decrease tension

---

**Fingertip seat height and back tilt adjustment levers.**

---

**Seat depth adjustment with one pull of the left side lever.**

Seating shown in Black mesh with seat in Contract Leather, Charcoal.
G20 is a responsible choice. Manufactured in an ISO 14001 facility and backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty, G20 is both beautiful and savvy.